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Day 2

Continuation of course design stages

Day 1

Introduction to learner-

centred course design

Two-Day Workshop



Objectives for 

Day Two

In today’s session you will:

 Expand your understanding of 

learner-centred assessment 

practices

 Explore learner-centred 

instructional strategies that fit 

in your teaching context

 Practice aligning your learning 

outcomes with your assessment 

and instructional strategies



Agenda 

 Welcome and settling in (you are here!)

 Check-in: Where are you now in your journey?

 Learner-centred assessment practices

 Instructional strategies & learning activities

 Alignment

 Next steps & wrap up



Stages of course design 



What have 

you been 

working on?



What assessment strategies have your used as 

an instructor, or experienced as a learner?



Summative Assessment

 Near the end

 High stake (major grade)

 Evaluate learning

Formative Assessment

 Multiple occurrence

 Low stake (no to little grade)

 Monitor learning (and teaching)

Formative and Summative Assessment 

Beginning of a course       End of a course



 Engages students actively in learning.

 Motivates by sharing some power and control.

 Encourages collaboration.

 Includes learning skill instruction (and 

demonstrates thinking and analysis processes).

 Makes space for students to learn and 

practice reflection on how and what they are 

learning.

Dr. Maryellen Weimer, Professor Emeritus of Teaching 

and Learning at Penn State (retired).

Learner-centred Teaching



Learner-centred Assessment

Practice Reflection

Principles Examples

Active Learning/Assessment Authentic tasks and/or audience

Share from/with each other

Share Power and Control Show/generate criteria and standards

Give choices in assignment

Give choices in grading %

Collaboration among 

Students/Instructors/Partners

Group/teamwork or projects

Community involvement (authentic contexts)

Learning Skills Opportunities to practice

Frequent, immediate feedback

Monitor learning over time

Practice Reflection Reflect on learning process (Self-assessment; peer-

assessment)



Promising Assessment 

Techniques at UBC

 Mid-term and Exam

 Student-generated questions

 Flexible assessment

 2-stage exam

 Projects, Essays, Presentations, etc

 Rubrics

 Peer review of each other's work

 Students as producers

 Community-based learning



Student-generated exam questions

• State the question

• Provide the correct answer

• Why should your question be included on the exam?



Student-generated exam questions



Flexible Assessment – Candice Rideout

 Students choose how to allocate their assessment

 Assignment 20%, Midterm 30%, Final 50%

 Assignment 0%, Midterm 30 to 50%, Final 50 to 70%

 Or…



Two-stage 

Exam



Two-stage 

exam



Two-stage 

exam



Two-stage exam: 

Why?Brett Gilley, EOAS and Vantage College, UBC

 Peer-based; self-assessment

 High stake (graded)
 Focused and useful discussion

 Immediate feedback

 Promotes retention

In FNH 200 (Judy’s course) Online:

 Promoted team work

 Addressed diversity

 Reinforce key concepts



Two-stage exam: 

How? Cut back your normal exam by 50%

 Groups:
 Randomized

 Self-selected

 Assigned

 Multiple choice; short answer; short essay

 Individual 75 to 85%

 Group 15 to 25%

 Keeping individual mark when it is higher 





Rubrics



Rubrics – Student Engagement



Rubrics - Video Project



Rubrics - Teamwork



Rubrics - A Rubric for Rubrics
https://www.ecu.edu/cs-educ/opd/upload/RubricforRubrics.pdf



Peer Review of Writing

Science 113, LFS 150

Opportunities to 





Peer Review of Writing - Arts ISIT
Nifty Teaching Tools:



Students as Producers Vs Disposable Assignments



Contributing to Wikipedia (Students as Producers)



Original

After contribution:



UBC – Wiki, Open Cases



Community-based Learning



Promising Assessment 

Techniques at UBC

 Mid-term and Exam

 Student-generated questions

 Flexible assessment

 2-stage exam

 Projects, Essays, Presentations, etc

 Rubrics

 Peer review of each others’ work

 Students as producers

 Community-based  learning

Principles

Active Learning/Assessment

Share Power and Control

Collaboration among 

Students/Instructors/Partners

Learning Skills

Practice Reflection



Your turn:

 Return to your plan

 Reflect on new ideas, revise 

existing ideas.

 Jot them down on your template



BREAK



Learner-centred learning activities



Increasing student engagement in your 

classroom: Active Learning

Last time we met, we asked you what learning strategies you use or want to 

know more about.

Many of you were interested in learning strategies that would encourage your 

learners to get more engaged or increase their motivation.

We designed this activity to give you an opportunity to learn some active learning 

strategies and to reflect on how these strategies can be used in your individual 

context.



Gallery Walk Activity Step 1

Acquaint yourself with these three activities by

 Visiting each activity station together (spend 10-15 minutes at each station).

 Reading the description of the activity together

 Share with each other how you might use them, and how they can be adapted 

for different contexts.

 Take into consideration any situational factor that may influence the use of 

these activities.

 Flipchart your answers.



Gallery Walk Activity Step 2

Next, take another walk around the gallery of activities.

Stand next to a flipchart that describes an activity that you are thinking of using 

in your context, or one that intrigues you.

How will you use it/adapt it for your context?



Your turn, again...

 Return to your plan

 Reflect on new ideas, revise 

existing ideas.

 Jot them down on your template



BREAK



Alignment



Learner-centred courses are well-aligned



Bike-riding 101: Assessment plan

 By the end of the course, learners will recall the basic safety guidelines on 

bike-riding in the city.

You are considering these options:

 A multiple choice quiz

 A journal reflection

 A team project on designing bike routes in Vancouver

 An essay on the benefits of riding a bike



Bike-riding 101: Instructional Strategy

 By the end of the course, learners will be able to operate an electric bike 

through the city streets.

You are considering these options:

 Group discussions on how to ride a bike

 Writing journal reflections on how to ride a bike

 A team project on designing bike routes in Vancouver

 Hands-on practice with riding a bike through the city streets



Alignment: choose 
your own adventure

Do your planned assessments and 
learning activities align and help learners 
reach the desired learning outcomes?

 Will my instructional strategies help 

learners reach the learning outcomes?

 Do my assessments provide evidence of 

reaching learning outcomes?

 Are my assessment plans 
and instructional strategies well-aligned?



Thank-you!

https://ubc.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_5sU

bKcqBhp75O62

https://ubc.ca1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_5sUbKcqBhp75O62
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